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Over the last two decades, Nairy Baghramian has created sculptures, photographic works and 
drawings that explore the relationships between architecture, everyday objects, and the human body. Her 
oeuvre confronts preconceived ideas of functionality, decoration, abstraction, domesticity, and feminism. 
Baghramian’s sculptural work boldly features protuberances and cavities, blobs and spills, limbs and prosthe-
tics, all of which challenge the traditional concepts of volume, mass, form, and theatricality that have shaped 
the history of sculpture.

Her works are created from materials as diverse as steel, glass, silicon, resin, cork and copper. They 
often allude to familiar objects abstracted and reconfigured in precise and innovative new forms, and this 
reinvention conjures fragments deriving from many fields, both anthropomorphic and industrial, from fashion, 
theater to interior architecture. History and ideological undercurrents are of particular interest to the artist.

In this, her first solo exhibition in a French museum, Baghramian opens various rooms and reception 
rooms, in the spirit of her work « Reception Room » (2006), which combines historical works with recently 
created pieces. It is as if the rooms of the Carré d’Art, arranged along a course, had been scanned or re-
measured and examined based on their specific architectural function and representative shape. The works 
are placed close to the corners, or serve to separate parts of the room or render relatively peripheral rooms 
completely inaccessible. Each of the eight exhibition rooms remains autonomous in the individual juxtapo-
sition of viewer versus object in the context of spatial dynamics. There is no dramaturgy or climax in the 
expectations of the subordinate main room. Rather, each of the rooms is transformed into a reception room 
that encourages dialogue and conversation (parler = to speak).

Born in 1971 in Isafahan, Iran, Nairy Baghramian is a visual artist living and working in Berlin. Her work has been the subject of solo 
exhibitions at an array of institutions, including Secession, Vienna (2022), GAM, Milan (2021), MUDAM, Luxembourg (2019); the 
Museo Reina Sofia, Madrid (2018); SMK, Copenhagen (2017); Walker Art Center, Minneapolis, USA (2016); S.M.A.K, Ghent (2016); 
Museo Tamayo, Mexico City (2015); Museo Serralves, Porto (2014); the Art Institute of Chicago (2014). Baghramian also partici-
pated in Skulptur Projekte, Muenster (2017 / 2007); documenta 14, Kassel and Athens (2017); Lyon Biennale (2017); Berlin Biennale 
(2014 / 2008); 54th and 58thVenice Biennale (2011/2019).
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